Irizar, worldwide reference in the manufacture of buses and coaches will present the new latest generation coach, Irizar i8, on October 16th in Busworld 2015, the Bus and Coach International Trade Fair, in hall 4 stand 405 at 12:30. A high-end coach that is the sum of multiple technological solutions developed by the Irizar Group and with detailed aesthetics arising from experience and from its drive to innovation.

This new model, classed as a leader and iconic reference, is the pillar on which Irizar builds its future projection in the long route and occasional service sector. The vehicle, supported by a dynamic aesthetic revolution and with state-of-the-art technology has become the maximum representative of quality, sturdiness and reliability in a sector highlighting its marked and great personality with overwhelming visual impact.

The Irizar Group in the coach world, that way has become the loyal expression of the artistic and technical spirit of a brand that focuses on the splendour of design, technology and sustainability, as well as bringing prestige to its new owners and offering exceptional comfort to the driver, guide and passengers, guaranteeing an unforgettable, stimulating experience.

Irizar attends Busworld with a stand of more than 1,000 square meters where, in addition to two units of this new model, the Irizar i6 and the 100% electric urban bus by the Group, the Irizar i2e, can be viewed.

All the exhibited buses and coaches are integral, and are equipped with Group state-of-the-art technologies in safety, efficiency, and energy storage, charging, fleet maintenance, and entertainment systems. In addition, an Irizar i4 can be viewed at the main entrance to the trade fair venue and, as an innovation, the new Irizar i3 LE, both in their integral versions.
The i3 LE, the first low entry bus in integral version is presented, on this occasion, with a DAF Biodiesel version motor aimed at the intercity sector of European countries.

Irizar shows its firm commitment to becoming the leading brand in electromobility, in the framework of this trade fair, and shows the tremendous technological leap taken by the Group.
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